
Senate
Senate

27/11/2018 13:30 - 17:00 ((UTC+00:00) Dublin, Edinburgh, Lisbon, London)

Lindisfarne Centre, St. Aidan's College. Sandwich lunch available from 12.45 pm.

AGENDA
Time Topic Presenter

1 Welcome/Thanks Stuart Corbridge
2 To receive: Declaration of Interests Stuart Corbridge
3 To approve: Minutes: 16 October, Action Log and Business Schedule

 S-18-29-CR-Senate Minutes (f).pdf 9

 S-18-30a-CR-Action Log.pdf 18

 S-18-30b-CR-Business Schedule..pdf 20

Stuart Corbridge

4 To receive: Matters Arising
Oral Update

Stuart Corbridge

5 To receive: Vice-Chancellor's Questions Stuart Corbridge
6 To receive: Vice-Chancellor's Report

 S-18-31a-OI- VCR A0.pdf 21
Stuart Corbridge

7 To approve: Effectiveness Review of Boards of Studies: White Paper
(Council)

 S-18-32-OI- ERBOS White Paper Revised.pdf 106

Antony Long

8 To discuss: Faculty and Department Operations
 S-18-33-Open- Faculty and Department operations.pdf 16

0

Antony Long, Tim Clark, 
David

Cowling and Patrick 
Hussey

9 To discuss: A Proposal to Establish a Faculty of Business at Durham University
(Council)

 S-18-34-CR-DUBS Review.pdf 170

Tim Clark

10 To endorse: Confucius Institute for Business with Zhejiang University (Confucius 
Institute in
Durham – CID)

(Council)

 S-18-35-CR-Confucius Institute.pdf 188

Claire O'Malley

11 To approve: Institutional Athena SWAN Action Plan 2018-2022
 S-18-36-OI-AthenaSWAN.pdf 191

Antony Long

12 REFRESHMENTS
13 To approve: Commission on Interdisciplinary Research

 S-18-37-OI-CIDR Implementation Revised.pdf 224
Claire Warwick

14 To approve: Research Leave Process
 S-18-38-Open-Research Leave Proposal V2.pdf 234

Claire Warwick

15 To approve: Proposals for Revising the University’s Graduate Qualities
 S-18-39-Open-Graduate Attributes.pdf 238

Alan Houston and Owen 
Adams

16 To approve: Student Citizenship: Student Pledge
 S-18-40-OI-Student Pledge revised.pdf 243

Owen Adams

17 To approve:  Academic Concessions for Music & Theatre
 S-18-41-Open-Concessions For Music & Theatre_EC.pdf 25

2

Owen Adams

18 To approve: Library Steering Group Annual Report
 S-18-42-OI-LibrarySteeringGroup.pdf 262

David Cowling

19 To receive: Education Committee: 24 October 2018
 S-18-43-Open-EC .pdf 268

Alan Houston

20 To approve: Wider Student Experience Committee: 25 October 2018
 S-18-44-Open-WSE .pdf 272

Owen Adams

21 To receive: Ethics Advisory Committee: 31 October 2018
 S-18-45-OI- EAC Revised.pdf 275

Simon Hackett
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22 To receive: Senate Agenda Setting Committee
Oral Update

Thom Brooks

23 INFORMATION ITEMS: Members are asked to advise the University Secretary in advance 
of the meeting
if they would like to discuss any issues in relation to the items below.

23.1 To receive: Matters Under Delegated Authority
 S-18-46-CR- MUDA.pdf 280

Stuart Corbridge

23.2 Strictly Private and Confidential: To report: Senate Advisory Panel on Ceremonies 
and
Honorary Degrees

Please use the link below to vote on these nominations. The voting period will close at noon, Monday 26 November 2018.

 S-18-47-CR-SAPCHD.pdf 286
SAPCHD Please Access the Vote Here

Stuart Corbridge

23.3 The minutes of meetings of UEC are available for the information of members on 
the
University’s website

dur.ac.uk/committees/password/uec/uec_minutes_internal
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Senate 

27 November 2018 

Sponsor: Antony Long and Jennifer Sewel Author: John Marsh 
 
 
Effectiveness Review of Boards of Studies: White Paper 
 
Proposed Resolution 
Senate is asked to: 
1) endorse the White Paper and its recommendations for approval by Council (Appendix 1); 
2) note the key themes highlighted during consultation on the Green Paper and the Review’s 

responses (Appendix 2); 
3) approve the proposal for enhanced availability of Senate papers in support of recommendation 

4 of the Effectiveness Review  (Appendix 1, Paragraph 4.10) ; 
4) note the best practice guidance in support of recommendation 5 of the Effectiveness Review 

(Appendix 3); 
5) note the consultation responses received from Boards of Studies and the Academic Electoral 

Assembly (Appendix 4). 
 

Communication 
Status: Paper  Open X Open Internal  Confidential 

Restricted/External  

Communication 
Status: 
Appendices 

Open  Open Internal  X Confidential 
Restricted/External  

Freedom of 
Information 
Exemption and 
Rationale 

Paper: n/a 

Appendix: Section 36 of the FOIA (Prejudice to the Effective Conduct of 
Public Affairs) 

 
Previous Consideration by this or other Committee 
UEC 23 October 2018, the Effectiveness Review’s Green Paper was considered by 19 June 2018 
Senate. 

 
Further Committee approval required  
Council 11 December . 
 
Appendix  
Appendix 1: Effectiveness Review of Boards of Studies: White Paper – final recommendations 
Appendix 2: Effectiveness Review of Boards of Studies – Green Paper consultation 
Appendix 3: Best practice committee servicing guidance for Boards of Studies  
Appendix 4: Consultation responses from Boards of Studies and the Academic Electoral Assembly 
Appendix 5: Effectiveness Review of Boards of Studies – terms of reference and membership 
Appendix 6: Equality Impact Assessment 
 
 
1. Effectiveness Review of Boards of Studies: Aims and Objectives 

1.1 The Effectiveness Review of Boards of Studies was established in 2017 under the joint 
leadership of the University Secretary and the Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Provost to review 
the effectiveness of Boards of Studies in supporting the delivery of the University Strategy. 
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The project includes two strands of work already identified as key: the role and appointment 
process of Heads of Departments and modernisation of the Standing Orders of Boards of 
Studies. 

1.2 The governance structures of the University, which include Boards of Studies, need to be fit 
for purpose in supporting management to deliver the University Strategy approved by Senate 
and Council. The University Secretary has been charged with ensuring that all governance 
structures are reviewed with this aim in mind. 

1.3 The Effectiveness Review has identified a range of proposals for enhancing Boards of 
Studies’ capacity to support the delivery of the University Strategy and ensure accountability, 
dissemination of decision-making and information, and reinforcing Boards’ engagement with 
the central governance of the University, particularly with Senate.  

1.4 The Review has concluded that the principal purpose of Boards of Studies should remain the 
promotion of the academic advancement of the subject area represented, and the fostering 
and development of a community of scholars committed to this common endeavour. This 
view was emphasised during the Evidence Gathering stage by a number of Boards, 
individual respondents and by the AEA’s submission. 

1.5 The White Paper also outlines a series of recommendations for the appointment process of 
Heads of Departments.  

2. Consultation and Next Steps  

2.1 Consultation on the Green Paper. The Green Paper and Evidence Paper were shared with 
Boards of Studies and the wider University community following June 2018 Senate. Boards 
of Studies and individual members of the University were invited to comment on the two 
papers, and particularly on the Green Paper’s recommendations. The AEA has also provided 
a response to the Green Paper. 

2.2 Consultation responses have informed the finalisation of the White Paper. The proposed 
Standing Orders for Boards of Studies have been revised in light of responses to provide 
clarity regarding proposals for membership and the appointment process for Heads of 
Department. Further detail regarding the key themes raised during the Green Paper 
consultation and ERBoS response is provided in Appendix 2. 

2.3 Students were invited to contribute to the Evidence Gathering Stage of the Review, and the 
2017-18 Durham Students’ Union Postgraduate Academic Officer served as a member of the 
Review.  

2.4 The Head of EDI has commented on the White Paper and its Equality Impact Assessment.  

2.5 The White Paper will be presented to December 2018 Council. 

3. Further Information 

3.1 Antony Long a.j.long@durham.ac.uk and Jennifer Sewel jennifer.sewel@durham.ac.uk  
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Senate 

27 November 2018 

Sponsor: Antony Long, Tim Clark, David 
Cowling, Patrick Hussey 

Author: Mark Richardson 

 
 
Faculty and Department Operations 
 
Proposed Resolution 
Senate is asked to comment on the proposals for Faculty and Department Operations, noting the 
progress made with respect to Phase 1 and Phase 2. 
 

Communication 
Status: Paper  Open  Open Internal  Confidential 

Restricted/External  

Communication 
Status: 
Appendices 

Open  Open  
Internal   Confidential 

Restricted/External  

Freedom of 
Information 
Exemption  

Paper: N/A 

Appendices: N/A 
 
Previous Consideration by this or other Committee  
UEC discussed the contents of this paper at meetings on 8 May, 20 June and 25 September 2018. 
 
Further Committee approval required N/A 
 
Appendices  
Appendix 1: Summary Indicative Diagram of Faculty and Department/School Operations 
 
 
1. Executive Summary 
 
1.1 This paper sets out proposed changes to the operation of Faculties and Departments, building 

on a first principles account of their roles as set out in Section 2 of this report. 
 
1.2 The proposed model will establish a framework for the efficient and effective delivery of 

administrative and business processes that meet the needs of staff, students and other 
stakeholders and facilitate the delivery of the University’s strategic objectives around research 
and teaching excellence. 

 
1.3 Phase 1 of this work seeks to establish the necessary framework for the development of future 

operations in Faculties and Departments.  It has involved establishing common role 
descriptions for Grade 8 Department Managers and Grade 9 Faculty Managers and making 
associated hires. An update on Phase 1 is set out in section 4. 

 
1.4 Phase 2 seeks to establish the new operating model for Departments and Faculties and is a 

key founding step in defining further structural change across the University.  An update on 
Phase 2 is set out in section 5. 
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1.5 Different service areas vary in the maturity of their future operating models. Business 

Partners (on various models) exist in HR, IT, Finance and Research (Research 
Development Manager) but not in all areas. 

 
2. Guiding Principles 
 
2.1 Academic Departments are the most important building blocks of DU. A clear majority of 

DU’s Departments perform at an outstanding level in both Education and Research. Their 
main requirement is for light touch review on an annual basis and efficient delivery of core, 
student-facing professional services. Some other Departments are not yet performing at 
the highest level. They require more scrutiny and support from the Faculty and occasional 
interventions, organised on a project basis, as an agreed outcome from the annual 
planning process. 

 
2.2 The primary role of a Faculty is to support its academic Departments and to offer 

coordinated activities across them where demonstrable value can be added. Faculties also 
offer change management facilities where they are required, as agreed during the annual 
planning round. Their activities include supporting the delivery of University policies in 
Education, Research, Internationalisation and WSE, liaising closely with the relevant PVCs. 
In addition, and representing a significant enhancement to their previous role, Faculties will 
serve the University through its external facing activities and in the globalisation of DU. 
Faculties are the natural home of business partner activities that range across individual 
academic Departments. 

 
2.3 Faculty PVCs and their Deputies will be responsible for: 
 

• Delivery, at a Faculty level, of agreed outcomes from the annual planning round as 
approved by UEC, working closely with Departments 

• Development of a limited number of ‘signature projects’ that support the wider 
development of the Faculty (e.g. a centre for quantitative research methods), agreed 
as part of the wider university planning round 

• Global and external relations to help significantly enhance the Department/School 
and University reputation: alumni relations, fundraising, etc. 

• Coordination of activities, often via a business partner model and an expanded 
Faculty hub which links to centres of PS expertise as required 

• “Difficult conversations” and supporting agreed change management projects 
• Leadership, including bringing through new leaders at all levels  
• Responsibility for their approved Faculty budget 
• Agile and entrepreneurial strategy-development 
• In doing the above, to support academic Departments deliver the University Strategy 

 
2.4 It is assumed that from August 2019 onwards, each Faculty with a Deputy Head of Faculty 

(Education) and a Deputy Head of Faculty (Research). These roles will continue to report 
to the Faculty PVC, but will work closely with the Vice-Provost (Education) and Vice-
Provost (Research) respectively. 

 
2.5 Professional services should primarily be supplied to academic Departments and Faculties 

in line with a clear partnership agreement. This will be informed by academic priorities that 
are aligned to resources and agreed with Departments and Faculties through the annual 
planning and budget setting cycle, which now importantly includes all PS Divisions with 
academic input. In addition, and at times very importantly (e.g. final REF planning or a 
health and safety matter) a PS Division will make demands of Departments and Faculties 
directly in support of a wider University agenda. In all cases, professional services will be 
delivered efficiently and effectively against agreed performance indicators. 
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A proposed new business model for DU Faculties and Departments will be constructed 
with reference to 2.1-2.3 and is intended to: 

 
• provide a clear framework for the efficient and effective delivery of administrative and 

business processes across the Faculties and Departments/Schools that meet the 
needs of staff, students and other stakeholders and help facilitate the delivery of the 
University’s strategic objectives around research and teaching excellence; 

• ensure that Departments/Schools are well supported by professional staff who have 
sufficient local understanding and knowledge, and a sense of common purpose; 

• create new opportunities and ways of working that maximise the effectiveness of 
administrative actions and resources; 

• improve connectivity between the academic and administrative communities to 
strengthen mutual understanding of how best to facilitate world-class education and 
research; 

• reduce the burden on academic staff of activities which do not require academic input 
or which do not need doing; 

• improve the connectivity between administrative functions to strengthen the 
coherence of focus around agreed priorities and to increasingly deliver proactive 
rather than reactive services; 

• emphasise a partnership approach which supports a culture of mutual trust and 
respect between academic and PS colleagues. 

 
2.6 To achieve this the new model will provide: 
 

• more flexibility to share resources between Departments (and Faculties) where 
advantageous to do so; 

• a model of business partnering and/or service delivery by professional staff 
embedded at the appropriate level (Department, Faculty or Institutional) to ensure 
appropriate context and relationships are possible, but retaining line management 
through the functional area (and academic PVC) to ensure they are an active part of 
a community of practice; 

• oversight of administrative processes and practices across Departments to ensure 
consistency where this is helpful and encourage collaboration; 

• operational staff located as closely to those they are working with as possible (e.g. 
financial and research support staff who are physically located in a Department for an 
appropriate proportion of their time). 

 
2.7 Should Senate and Council approve the establishment of a Faculty of Business, the 

professional services model will be on the same principles as that of the other faculties, 
whilst recognising the need to maintain coherent Business School activities and maintain, 
enhance and project a shared identity internally and externally. 

 
3. Background and Analysis 
 
Outline Model for Faculty/Department Operations 
 
3.1 UEC has endorsed the principles being enacted in a manner consistent with the summary 

indicative diagram of Faculty and Department/School Operations attached as Appendix 1.  
 
3.2 The first step (Phase 1) in implementing this model has been the establishment of 

consistent high-level management roles across Faculties and Departments/Schools. As set 
out below in section 4, Phase 1 is drawing to a close. Work has begun on Phase 2, a 
programme of work to restructure the teams within (and where appropriate across) 
departments in alignment with the principles set out below. More detail on Phase 2 is set 
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out in section 5. 
 
3.3 This work is being led operationally by the Faculty PVCs, the Dean of the Business School, 

Faculty Managers and the Operations Director of the Business School. Oversight of the 
work rests with the Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Provost. 

 
3.4 Delivery of the benefits associated with the new model will occasionally require targeted 

and coordinated activities to ensure the necessary accompanying cultural and behavioural 
changes, support for staff development, and investment in the development of 
communities of practice. This will be facilitated by the Faculty PVCs, their Deputies and 
Managers, drawing on the expertise of PS colleagues across DU as required, as part of 
coherent approach to across the whole institution. 

 
3.5 Some elements of the proposed model, particularly the establishment of a Faculty ‘Hub’, 

require changes in other PS areas. The proposal therefore represents an end-state that 
forms the basis of negotiation of the service levels and priorities for professional services 
rather than being immediately fully implemented.  

 
3.6 The boxes on the diagram in Appendix 1 represent indicative roles rather than necessarily 

indicating an individual – the level of resource in each role will be scaled according to the 
volume, complexity and growth trajectory of activities in each Department and the markets 
served. The detailed design of the roles and structure and the allocation of resource will be 
considered through Phase 2, building on initial suggestions developed by RADAA.  

 
Management 
Oversight 

The Faculty PVC will have overall responsibility for the delivery of 
professional services in the faculty and its departments, supported by a 
Faculty Manager. PS Heads will provide management oversight where 
there is a BP model and central expertise. 

The Faculty PVC will continue to line-manage Heads of Department, who 
in turn will line-manage Department Managers and Superintendents 
(where appropriate). Department Managers will be responsible for 
management of administrative staff based in the Department who are not 
managed by the relevant functional area. 

Faculty 
‘Strategic 
Hub’ 

The Faculty Manager and the Business Partners for key operational areas 
may be co-located for part of their time and as agreed with the relevant 
UEC line manager, in order to provide greater opportunity for collaborative 
working and information sharing.  Recognising the demands on Faculties 
where there is Faculty level assessment of performance (for example, 
REF, Accreditation, Faculty-level rankings), Faculty Managers may also be 
responsible for Key PS functions in these respects. 
 

Faculty 
Operations 

There are a number of areas of activity for which it, , might be most 
efficiently and effectively delivered across multiple Departments. These 
have been articulated on the diagram as a Faculty Operations layer. Line 
management of these teams will either be through the Faculty Manager or 
through the relevant UEC line manager. Faculty Managers may also be 
responsible for shared PS responsibilities across Departments, working 
closely with DMs to vary resource as required.   
Colleagues who support Faculty Operations will be expected to liaise 
closely with Departments, with engagement normally managed through the 
Department Manager. 
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Department Staff who are located in Departments fall into one of two categories: 
Locally-managed: These colleagues (general admin, research 

environment support, programme administration, 
technicians etc) will be line-managed by the 
Department Manager, except where organised to 
provide broad based support across several 
departments (as may happen in the Business 
Faculty). In Departments with high volume of lab-
based activity, there will also be a Superintendent 
who will manage technical staff. 

 Research environment support is being used to 
describe the mostly internal-facing support for 
research in a department (i.e. the non-grants and 
contracts side) such as: 

• Research seminars/groups 
• Peer review 
• Department REF preparation, recognising 

that some Departments combine into one 
UoA and require Faculty level co-ordination 

• Research governance (research 
committee, ethics, insurance etc) 

• Local open access support 
• Support for research fieldwork planning 
• Local impact support in smaller 

departments (larger may justify specific 
support through RIS) 

 
Externally-managed: These colleagues (e.g. finance staff, research 

operations) will be line-managed by the relevant 
UEC lead, but there will be Department involvement 
in the setting of priorities and assessment of 
delivery standards. These colleagues may be based 
full-time or part-time in Departments dependent on 
the scale and complexity of activities. 

Service 
Levels 

It is proposed that where services are being delivered to a Faculty or a 
Department, they will be done on the following basis: 
Agreed service levels: For routine activities, there will be agreed 

expectations of the volume, quality and approach 
to support. Partnership Agreements which set out 
agreed service standards will be agreed with the 
PS lead and BP and Departments, reviewed by 
the annual planning process. 

 A key guiding principle of the new model is that it 
will significantly reduce the administrative burden 
carried by Departments, in-line with the agreed 
aspirations of RADAA. Day-to-day discussions 
around service levels will be managed through 
the Department Manager and the relevant 
Business Partner, with an escalation to the 
Faculty Manager where there is a tension 
between different Departments’ needs. 

Prioritised Projects: The annual planning round will agree a set of 
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Department priorities that will form the basis of 
an annual Faculty plan that the relevant FPVC is 
responsible for delivery. The implementation of 
this plan will require agreed support from PS at 
Institutional and Faculty levels, sometimes 
working across several Faculties. 

 
4. Phase 1: Framework of Management Roles 
 
4.1 UEC has agreed that a Grade 8 Department Manager should be appointed into each 

Academic Department and a Grade 9 Faculty Manager into each Faculty to provide the 
necessary framework for the development of operations in Faculties and Departments. 
Aligned with the new Job Families framework, the roles were established with a common 
job description.   

 
4.2 Following due process in accordance with the University’s Guidance on Organisational 

Change, Department Managers were appointed in 17 Departments, with the majority 
slotting in from their existing roles. Recruitment to the 6 vacant Department Manager roles 
is currently underway, and a verbal update to Senate will be provided. Appointments were 
made to the role of Faculty Manager for all three faculties. 

 
4.3 Following this process the Faculty Managers, working in partnership with colleagues in 

Organisational Development, have established a development programme for the Faculty 
and Department Managers. This programme is partly focussed on the development of key 
skills, a significant dimension of the programme is focussed on the reinforcement of a 
community of practice.  

 
5. Phase 2: Faculty and Department Operations 
 
5.1 The objective of Phase 2 is to produce a proposal for professional roles within Faculties 

and Departments which will address a number of issues: 
• the perceived imbalance of resourcing across departments and faculties which has 

arisen from historic resourcing decisions without fundamental review of resourcing 
needs; 

• inconsistency in the structure and grading of roles and support and opportunity for 
professional development across Departments; 

• unnecessary inconsistency of process and practice across Departments and 
duplication of effort; 

• a clear process for ensuring that University expansion is underpinned by appropriate 
PS support within academic Departments/Schools; 

• the need to produce financial savings in line with University budget (£450k saving 
against the 2018/19 budget) 

 
5.2 The key long-term indicators of success are therefore: 

• Improved and more consistent service delivery in Departments and Faculties 
• Cultural change towards more flexible and responsive teams, specifically in the 

context of future major system change 
• Alignment of resource to strategic priorities in an evidenced way 

(refocussing resource from low-value-add to high-value-add activities) 
• Greater clarity of roles and responsibilities –  consistent with job families 
• Cashable savings consistent with the budget 

  
5.3 The scope of Phase 2 is all PS colleagues within the budget envelopes of the three 

Faculties (four including the Business School). Technicians are out of scope of Phase 2 
and are subject to a separate review process under the leadership of the FPVC (Science). 
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In the case of a small number of colleagues whose role does not obviously fit into either 
category, there is work underway which will consider them on a case-by-case basis in 
consultation with the Head of Department and, where appropriate, the Department 
Manager. 

 
5.4 The outline approach to Phase 2 is set out in Figure 1 below: 

 
5.5 The current activity associated with Phase 2 is focussed on establishing a shared 

understanding of the relative value associated with professional support activities being 
delivered within or proximate to the academic community in the Department. This will 
include: 

• The development of a mapping of all operational activities that are 
undertaken within Faculties and Departments; 

• Workshops beginning at the end of November with: 
• Department Managers 
• The wider PSS community in Faculties and 

Departments 
• PSS teams that have a significant impact on Faculty 

and Department operations 
• Ongoing discussions with PSS functions about opportunities to clarify 

responsibilities, reduce duplication and enhance effective support for 
education, research and the student experience; 

• Following the workshops, engagement with leadership teams in academic 
departments, with a particular focus on understanding discipline-specific 
support needs; 

• Engagement with students, channelled through Departments as part of the 
broader drive to enhance student engagement; 

• Analysis of the approach of other universities to Faculty and Department 
operations; 

• An open call for input and feedback via an online portal. 
 

5.6 Alongside this qualitative engagement with internal stakeholders, there will be analysis of 
key metrics which may be used to inform resourcing decisions. This will include, for 
example, staff and student numbers, ratios of international and widening participation 
students, rates of agency and casual staff use; balance of UG, PGT and PGR; etc. These 
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data will not be used mechanistically, but will feed into consideration of the appropriate 
resourcing levels. Benchmarking of the approach to Faculty and Department operations 
against comparator institutions will also be undertaken, recognising that there will be 
significant disciplinary differences.   

 
5.6          The timing for Phase 2 is: 

 
•         Development of proposals for Faculty and Department Operations, for consideration 

by UEC in early 2019 
•         A period of formal consultation with staff and trade unions in Spring 2019 
•         Implementation of changes in advance of the start of academic year 2019/20 

 
5.7 Following this implementation there will be a need for further iterative changes as new 

information systems come online; the proposed model will anticipate these changes as far 
as possible but changes to structures and process may not be possible to implement in 
advance of system availability.  

 
5.8 It is expected that a proposal for Faculty and Department Operations will be considered by 

UEC in the first half of Epiphany 2019 with further updates provided to Senate. 
 
6. Risk and Equality, Environmental and Social Impact Analyses 
 
6.1 Risk Analysis: A formal risk register is being developed as part of Phase 2, but the key risks 

are summarised below: 
 

Summary of Risk Potential Mitigations 

Failure to realise benefits associated 
with the proposed model 

• Prioritisation of a programme of work to 
restructure the teams within (and where 
appropriate across) departments 

• Ongoing cross-Faculty collaboration to 
ensure the sharing of good practice, 
development of shared solutions, and 
appropriate levels of consistency in 
department support 

• Planned programme of activities to support 
cultural and behavioural change and to 
develop communities of practice 

• Faculty Managers to prioritise engagement 
with PSS leads to agree service levels 

Negative impact on staff morale in 
Departments with an impact on 
business-as-usual 

• Formal consultation with affected staff 
• Development of engagement plan for all 

staff in Departments 

Failure to appoint the highest 
standard of staff possible 

• Rigorous assessment process managed at 
Faculty-level (with cross-Faculty input) to 
ensure consistent standards 

Lack of clarity of future state impacts 
on staff retention (particularly in 
Faculty Offices) 

• Development of a coherent plan to address 
future role of Faculty Offices 

 

6.2 Equality Analysis: A detailed Equality Impact Assessment will be conducted following the 
development of proposals. 
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6.3 Environmental: It is not considered that the proposed changes have impacts which need 

consideration in relation to energy consumption and/or associated carbon emissions. 
 

6.4 Social Responsibility: It is not considered that the proposed changes have impacts which 
need consideration in relation to the Ethical Framework for the University’s Corporate, 
Social, and Environmental Responsibility. 

 
7. Consultation 
 
7.1 The principles for the delivery of operations in faculties and departments arose following 

iterative discussions with Heads of Department and Department Managers, alongside 
outline discussions with key colleagues in PSS, including RIS, Finance, Marketing, 
Admissions and Recruitment, GES and SPO. 

 
 
7.2 As outlined in section 5, there will be wide engagement in the development of the Phase 2 

proposals  
 
7.3 In relation to Phase 1, there was a process of formal consultation with affected staff and 

trade unions in accordance with the policy on organisational change. Following the 
development of proposals as part of Phase 2, the Provost will lead any formal consultation 
process with trade unions and the relevant members of staff, working closely with the other 
Faculty PVCs and HR Business Partners as appropriate. Details of the proposals including 
job descriptions will be made available to staff. The outcome of formal consultation will be 
reported to UEC before any final decisions are taken. 

 
7.4 University Organisational Change Guidance and Redundancy Regulations will be used 

throughout this project. 
 
8. Future Action/next Steps 
 
8.1 Work on the development of a proposal for faculty and department operations will continue, 

with a report in the first instance to UEC in Epiphany 2019. 
 
9. Further Information 
 
9.1 Available from the author. 
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Senate 

27 November 2018 

 

Sponsor: Claire Warwick Author: Claire Warwick, Niall O’Loughlin 

 

 
Research Leave Process 
 
Proposed Resolution 
Senate is asked to approve the proposed process.  
 

Communication 
Status: Paper  

Open X Open Internal  
Confidential 
Restricted/External 

 

Communication 
Status: 
Appendices 

Open  Open Internal   
Confidential 
Restricted/External 

 

Freedom of 
Information 
Exemption and 
Rationale 

Paper: N/A 

Appendices: N/A 

 
Previous Consideration by this or other Committee  
Research Committee - 19 January 2017 (RC/16/57), Senate - 16 October 2018 (S/18/10). 
 
Further Committee approval required 
Senate - this is a revised version of the paper, as requested at Senate on 16 October 2018. 
 
Appendices N/A 
 

 
1. Executive Summary 

1.1. Research leave is an integral part of Durham University's research support system. It allows 
members of academic staff an academic term free of their scheduled teaching and 
administrative duties to concentrate on research and research related activities. The current 
process of application for leave is generally felt to be overly onerous, repetitive and 
administrative. More importantly, not all staff are being released from their other duties to 
focus on research, in part due to a clash with other regulations. 

1.2. This paper proposes a streamlined process for research leave approval and monitoring. It 
sets out a clear set of principles and a framework within which departments are free to 
manage research leave in a way that respects their priorities and ensures effective use of 
staff time. 

2. Strategic/Policy Context  

2.1. This paper supports Research Strategy objective 5.4: Provide our research active academics 
with research support and leave arrangements on a par with key Russell Group peers. 
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2.2. The procedure described below does not apply to additional research leave following a 
period of parental or adoption leave, which is subject to a separate application process 
outlined at https://www.dur.ac.uk/hr/policies/leave/researchleave/ 

3. Background and Analysis  

3.1. Research leave is an integral part of Durham University's research support system. It is 
made possible by the Quality Related (QR) funding that the university receives from 
Research England, as a result of the REF. This income may only be spent on research thus 
this paper does not concern activities related to education, or those members of staff who do 
not have research in their contracts. If we wished to make leave possible for educational 
purposes, or for those on the teaching track, we might consider adopting a separate scheme, 
under the auspices of Education Committee, as is the case, for example at Manchester 
University. 

3.2. Research leave allows members of academic staff with research in their contact a period free 
of teaching and administrative duties to concentrate on their research. It benefits Durham 
University, by making it possible for our academics to produce research outputs that will 
advance the university's reputation and standing in national and international rankings and 
league tables and in the REF. The investment we make in research leave produces a 
positive return, as long as the outputs, or impact, that eventually result from this leave are of 
REF returnable quality at 3* or 4* and thus qualify, in turn, for QR funding.  

3.3. In common with our peers in international research intensive universities, we proceed from 
the assumption all DU academics with research in their contract should be appropriately 
qualified to take advantage of leave and produce world leading outcomes as a result. This 
paper proposes a radical streamlining of our current research leave procedures, consistent 
with such an assumption, and with the principles of RADAA. 

3.4. In order to make the best use of the investment that the university makes in research leave, it 
is essential that research leave is spent exclusively on research. Those on leave therefore 
should not normally undertake any teaching, including preparation of new teaching materials 
to be used immediately after their return from leave, or administrative duties. This is a 
common practice at other, competitor universities. 

Current Process 

3.5. Our current process requires leave to be agreed at departmental and faculty level. It requires 
the completion of forms both before leave is granted and after an individual returns from 
leave. This creates an unnecessary administrative burden both on individuals and faculty and 
departmental committees. It is deficient in several ways: 

3.5.1. It is overly onerous: the amount of detail required on the current form is too great, and 
often repeats plans already discussed and agreed as part of Departmental Progression 
Committee processes. 

3.5.2. It is unnecessarily repetitious: The same documents are reviewed several times by 
different people and bodies and departmental and faculty level.  

3.5.3. It is compromised: Members of staff are often required to continue with teaching and 
administrative duties, partly because of a clash of regulations. For example, in some 
departments, staff returning from leave cannot expect to teach the same modules. They 
therefore spend leave either teaching, or preparing a new module. This wastes precious 
research time and thus university resources. 
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Proposed Principles 

3.6. The following is based on the principle that all academics with research in their contract 
should be expected to take university funded research leave on the basis on one term for 
every seven worked.  

3.7. Departments may choose to supplement these schemes from their own research funds to 
provide an additional term of leave, or to organize teaching to allow everyone a year’s leave 
at a time. In departments where this is not the case individuals may save their allocation to 
take a longer period of leave, normally up to a year in duration, by agreement with their head 
of department. 

3.8. This is subject to the following conditions: 

3.8.1. The applicant must have successfully completed her/his probationary period  

3.8.2. Any previous research leave should have resulted in outcomes of the appropriate 
quality, unless the Head of Department is convinced that extenuating circumstances 
have prevented this. 

3.8.3. The period of leave must have as its objective a clear outcome in furtherance of the 
individual's research or its impact.  

3.8.4. The department Director of Education must make arrangements to cover the 
individual’s teaching and administrative duties, including interdisciplinary obligations. 

3.8.5. Adequate notice must be possible for the supervision of graduate students, if the leave 
is to be taken away from Durham, and PhD students informed of this in good time. 

3.8.6. During that leave, no teaching or administrative duties should normally be performed. 
(Thus individuals must not be compelled to prepare new education materials, to be 
delivered on their return to teaching, while on research leave- see point 3.1 for 
justification).  

Proposed procedure 

3.9. The new sabbatical procedure would be as follows:  

3.9.1. The Head of Department/Director of Research should draw up a rolling timetable for 
expected leaves to be shared with all colleagues, for a period of at least three academic 
years ahead. These timetables will be subject to faculty-level oversight, to ensure that 
essential activities, such as delivery of education programmes, are not jeopardised. 

3.9.2. The outputs (including impact) arising from research leave will be monitored by means 
of the assessment of individual’s research carried out during DPC procedures, and will 
be supported via mentoring arrangements. It is recognised that, when leave is used to 
begin a new research or impact activity, such outputs may not be produced immediately 
after the end of the leave period, especially where the research will result in the 
publication of a monograph. 

3.9.3. Failure to produce outputs from research leave within a reasonable period (depending 
on the expected format), without extenuating circumstances should normally result in an 
individual losing automatic entitlement to research leave until suitable output(s) have 
been produced.   
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4. Financial and Resource Implications 

4.1. Funding: There are no direct financial implications associated with this paper.  

4.2. Financial Delegation: Not applicable 

4.3. Business Plan: Not applicable  

5. Risk and Equality, Environmental and Social Impact Analyses 

5.1. Risk Analysis: As highlighted within the paper the current process is flawed and essentially 
does not support academic staff to realise the full potential of their research leave. It is, given 
the proposed changes to the faculty structures no longer effectively supportable. There are 
risks to the revised process, including a risk that departmental processes and standards 
diverge with a resulting impact on effectiveness and fairness. The success of the scheme will 
be monitored and a formal review undertaken after its first year of operation. 

5.2. Equality Analysis: There is no direct quality impact of the paper though there are clearly 
considerations for Departments in the implementation.  

5.3. Environmental: Not applicable.  

5.4. Social Responsibility: Not applicable. 

6. Consultation 

6.1. The initial proposal to streamline research leave was considered at length by university 
Research Committee, most recently on the 19 January 2017. The original consultation which 
included the same principle (but with a distinct process) included departments and Faculty 
PVCs.  

7. Future Action/next Steps 

7.1. Senate is asked to approve the proposal.  

8. Further Information 

8.1. Further information is available from the report author. 
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1. Executive Summary 

1.1 In May 2012, Senate agreed to the introduction of a set of Graduate Qualities, developed 
through consultation with internal and external stakeholders, including students and 
employers. 

1.2 This paper proposes that a Task and Finish Group of Senate be initiated to review the 2012 
Graduate Qualities, in light of the University Strategy 2017-27, to ensure that they reflect the 
aims of the Education and Wider Student Experience strategies. 

1.3 Education Committee and the Wider Student Experience Committee have discussed the 
proposal and commented on the scope, terms of reference and composition of the Task and 
Finish Group. Feedback has been incorporated. Proposals are now presented to UEC, 
ahead of consideration by Senate. 

2. Strategic Context  

2.1 The University Strategy 2017-2027 clearly identifies three pillars: research, teaching and 
wider student experience. It follows then, that students should develop in each of these three 
areas, as appropriate to their level of study, in courses - through the curriculum, through 
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engagement in research and through extra-curricular activities, including those in colleges, 
Experience Durham and Durham Students Union societies. 

2.2 The Steering Group of the new Student Development Programme identified that there would 
be value in reviewing the University’s approved set of 2012 Graduate Qualities to align them 
with the Strategy (specifically the Education and Wider Student Experience strategies). The 
revised graduate qualities will sit alongside the University’s Characteristics and Values as a 
reference point for student development inside and outside of programmes of study. 

3. Background and Analysis  

3.1 An early definition of Graduate Attributes (a term used synonymously with Graduate 
Qualities), developed by Bowden (2000)1, is: ‘the qualities, skills and understandings [that] 
include but go beyond the disciplinary expertise or technical knowledge that has traditionally 
formed the core of most university courses. They are qualities that also prepare graduates as 
agents of social good in an unknown future.’ Since then, many universities have developed 
attributes they wish to see their students develop inside and outside of formal study, often 
varying the list of attributes depending upon the mission and focus of the institution. 

3.2 Research into the use of Graduate Attributes at universities in Australia and Hong Kong 
(Donleavy, 2012; Kember, 2017)2 has shown a preference towards social responsibility, with 
attributes such as ‘ethical conduct and responsibility’, ‘global perspectives and sense of 
citizenship’, ‘intercultural understanding’ being prioritised. The benchmarking process against 
other UK universities has supported this research, with attributes relating to ethical 
awareness and global citizenship having a significant presence. Other commonly recurring 
Graduate Attributes in the UK market relate to intellect and innovation, and communicative 
skills. 

3.3 The 2012 Graduate Qualities were approved for implementation by Senate in in 2011-2012 
(S/11/83); at that time, this was one of the first examples in a UK university (See Appendix 1 
– for current list of attributes), and Durham’s approach informed the development of qualities 
at other institutions. Used extensively by Careers and Enterprise for the Skills Audit - 
undertaken by undergraduate students on entry - and in the delivery of the current Durham 
Award, the Graduate Qualities were a key narrative reference point in Durham’s 2018 Gold 
TEF Submission, and their introduction correlates with improved employability outcomes. 
However, the 2012 Graduate Qualities have not been as widely adopted by departments or 
colleges. While the qualities have been monitored on an annual basis by Careers & 
Enterprise, in consultation with graduate employers, they have not been subject to full 
Senate review. 

3.4 The Durham Award Steering Group has highlighted the value of having community-agreed 
graduate attributes and proposed that the 2012 Graduate Qualities be reviewed and updated 
to reflect the current University Strategy. The Group identified potential improvements by, for 
example, reducing the overall number of attributes; making the language more active and 
easier to communicate; and ensuring that they reflect the whole spectrum of University 
developmental experience. 

 

1 Bowden, J., Hart, G., King, B., Trigwell, K., & Watts, O. (2000) Generic Capabilities of ATN University 
Graduates. Canberra: Australian Government Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs. 
2 Donleavy, Gabriel (2012) ‘Proclaimed Graduate Attributes of Australian Universities: Patterns, Problems, 
and Prospects,’ Quality Assurance in Education, 20/4, 341-356.  
Kember, David, Hong, Celia, Yau, V. W. K., Ho, Shun Amaly (2017) ‘Mechanisms for Promoting the 
Development of Cognitive, Social, and Affective Graduate Attributes,’ Higher Education, 74/5, 799-814. 
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4. Financial and Resource Implications  n/a 

5. Consultation  n/a 

6. Next Steps 

6.1 Convene Senate Task and Finish group, with final report due to Senate in Easter Term 2019. 

7. Further Information 

7.1 Further information is available from Tony Fawcett tony.fawcett@durham.ac.uk. 
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Appendix 1: Durham’s 2012 Graduate Qualities 

• Understanding Disciplines 
o Critical Analysis 
o Research Capability 
o Engaging with the Professional World 
o Scholarship 
o Practical Competency 

 
• Study Skills 

o Independent Learning 
o Numeracy 
o IT Skills 
o Information Skills 
o Literacy 

 
• Interpersonal Skills 

o Networking 
o Negotiation 
o Communication 
o Leadership 
o Teamwork 

 
• Entrepreneurial Behaviours 

o Initiative and Drive 
o Opportunity Identification 
o Problem Solving 
o Emotional Intelligence 
o Innovation and Creativity 

 
• Personal Effectiveness 

o Time Management 
o Careers Management 
o Self-Awareness 
o Continuing Professional Development 
o Adapting to Change 

 
• Understanding the World Around You 

o Ethical Sensitivity 
o International and Local Perspective 
o Cultural Awareness 
o Environmental Awareness 
o Commercial Awareness 
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Appendix 2: Proposed Terms of Reference for Senate Task and Finish Group 
 
1. The Senate Task and Finish Group is to review and update the 2012 Graduate Qualities to 

reflect the new University Strategy (2017-27). 
 

2. The revised Graduate Qualities should have broad support as a reference point for student 
development and cover the breadth of students’ development both inside and outside of their 
programmes of study. 
 

3. The primary audience for the revised Graduate Qualities will be students, and the qualities will 
be phrased in student-facing terms.  
 

4. The Task and Finish Group will comprise of faculty, college, Experience Durham, Careers & 
Enterprise and student representatives, and will draw upon staff with a range of experience and 
perspectives. 

 
5. The Group will consider the qualities in relation to all levels of study, and consider the 

requirements, interests and demands of different students groups (such as international 
students), exploring different options in this regard as necessary. 

 
6. The Group will give careful consideration to the CMA implications of the presentation of the 

qualities. 
 

7. The Group will consult widely with internal and external stakeholders including, but not 
necessarily limited to: staff in colleges, academic departments and professional services; 
students at different levels of study (undergraduate, post-graduate taught and postgraduate 
research); alumni and employers. 
 

8. Proposals for updated Graduate Qualities will be presented to Senate in the 2018-19 academic 
year, so that they can be employed in 2019-20. 
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1. Executive Summary 

1.1 The University Strategy sets out a clear mission to be ‘top in the UK for sport, music and 
theatre’ whist, more specifically, the Wider Student Experience Strategy published in 2016 
highlights the requirement to ‘ensure consistency of approach to enabling top level athletes, 
musicians and performers to represent the University.’ 

1.2 In order to be ‘top in the UK’ the University must, amongst many other objectives, be in a 
position to both recruit and then successfully support the development of high performing 
students across sport, music and theatre. To achieve this objective, it is of paramount 
importance that, wherever possible, students are not required to choose between academic 
excellence and excellence in sport, music and theatre. Student athletes have been afforded 
this opportunity since 1996 through the development of the sporting concession system that 
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provides a reasonable level of academic flexibility to ensure that students have every chance 
to excel both academically and athletically. 

1.3 Given the increased focus that is now placed on music and theatre and the steer provided by 
the 2016 WSE Strategy publication, this paper recommends the introduction of a similar 
concession process for both areas. This would initially take the form of a trial period 
commencing directly after Committee approval followed by a review in the summer of 
2019. 

1.4 Concessions for music and theatre were initially proposed during the 2014/15 academic 
year. A proposal was considered at Faculty Education Committees and was ultimately 
considered by Education Committee where it was rejected. 

1.5 Despite being rejected many of the principles in the initial paper were broadly supported. 
However the proposal also appeared to cause confusion and there was a sense that greater 
detail and further consideration was required. With that in mind, this paper also seeks to 
address the specific concerns that were raised through the provision of additional information 
and detail. Furthermore, given that three years have passed, Experience Durham staff now 
have a richer understanding of the support music and theatre students are likely to require 
and this is also reflected within the proposal. 

2. Strategic/Policy Context  

2.1 The University Strategy 2017 – 2027 states that a clear objective is to be ‘top in the UK for 
sport, music and theatre’. As stated above, the introduction of concessions for music and 
theatre will directly support this objective. 

2.2 Whilst concessions for sport are widespread throughout the HE sector, very few institutions 
have similar arrangements in place for music and theatre. The adoption of this policy will 
therefore help to illustrate Durham’s progressive approach in these areas and further cement 
the University’s status as an institution committed to both academic excellence and 
excellence across the Wider Student Experience. 

2.3 The implementation of the concession system is an important step in ensuring that students 
perceive the University’s commitment to both music and theatre being in-line with the 
University’s commitment to sport.  

3. Background and Analysis  

3.1 The proposed policy for music and theatre concessions is included as Appendix 1. 
However, as above, when the proposal was initially reviewed during the 2014/15 academic 
year there were a series of concerns raised by individual Academic Departments and Faculty 
Education Committees. Where possible, amendments and clarifications have been made to 
the policy. However, for the purpose of clarity, the key concerns have been itemised and 
addressed directly below: 

a) There were concerns as to whether it was the Academic Department or Experience 
Durham who had the final decision on concession requests: This proposal states that 
the final decision rests with the Academic Department. It is recognised and accepted 
that, in some circumstances, alternative arrangements cannot be made. This has 
always been recognised with sporting concessions and requests for concessions are 
refused on an annual basis as a consequence of this.  

b) There were concerns that there were student music and theatre organisations sat 
outside of the Experience Durham framework that may meet the stated criteria and 
therefore warrant similar support but would miss out on the opportunity: Whilst there 
were, in particular, a number of largescale student music organisations sat outside of 
Experience Durham in 2015, structures have evolved and this is no longer the case. 
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However, a small number of music societies are still affiliated to the Students’ Union – 
this will be managed by the Students’ Union and Experience Durham agreeing which 
of their Societies’ should be afforded the opportunity on an annual basis. For ease, the 
management of the Concession process would remain the responsibility of Experience 
Durham.   

c) There were concerns that the original paper did not make it explicitly clear that 
students were expected to catch-up on any work missed: This proposal specifically 
states this requirement. 

d) Departments would welcome further guidance on the likely nature of concessions and 
whether rehearsal time should be taken into consideration: Concessions will have to 
be considered on a case by case basis. If a student is required to be away from 
Durham to perform in a regional, national or international event, then consent to miss 
academic commitments is likely to be required. Students who are directing or playing 
significant roles in performances and shows based in Durham are less likely to be 
requesting time to miss academic commitments and such a request would only be 
supported in exceptional circumstances. However, given the short term (but intense) 
requirements, associated with directing or playing a significant role it is likely that, on 
occasions, an extension to a summative deadline will be requested and this would be 
as a consequence of the cumulative build-up of time required to both rehearse and 
perform/direct. Based on current levels of activity it is predicted that, in total, there will 
be less than 30 applications for a Concession on an annual basis. 

e) There were concerns that the opportunity to attain a concession for ten days per term 
was simply too much time in the academic calendar: In sport it has been rare for 
students to require sporting concessions for more than 5/6 days per term and whilst 
the concession requests will need to be treated on a case by case basis it is equally 
unlikely that students in music and theatre will require up to 10 days. However, there 
are cases when students have commitments at a national/international level where the 
ten days may be required and whilst this is rare, it is important that these situations 
are recognised and that there is a process in place to consider the support of such 
requests. The maximum ten day allowance will be cumulative across sport, music and 
theatre.  

f) There were concerns that concessions could include the re-scheduling of summative 
assessments and examinations noting that there should be significant notice of 
summative assessment deadlines for the students to manage their time appropriately 
and that the setting of the examination timetable was a complex process which did not 
lend itself to changes for individual students: Students are encouraged and mentored 
to plan ahead and generally do so very well. However, as is the case in sport, there 
may be occasions when students do not know that they are going to have the 
opportunity to play a significant role/direct or perform externally until relatively short 
notice at which point effective planning can become very difficult. The most common 
reason for Sporting Concessions to be rejected by the Director of Experience Durham 
is when students request extensions to summative deadlines without there being 
sufficient cause to require an extension and it would be anticipated that this would be 
the case with music and theatre also. There are, however, occasions when requests 
genuinely warrant consideration by an Academic Department.  

Examinations are not rescheduled for sporting concessions; however, it has been 
possible in some circumstances for students to sit examinations early, under 
supervision, directly before a sporting event. Experience Durham staff work directly 
with the Student Registry and Academic Departments to manage the process with 
senior ED staff being required to invigilate exams. Alternatively, and/or if a concession 
request is not submitted by the agreed deadline (current 2 weeks after the end of 
Epiphany term), students may be given the opportunity to sit exams during the resit 
period. These principles would also apply to music and theatre. 
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3.2 In addition to addressing the concerns above, there are a series of additional points that 
should be noted and considered:  

a) In 2016 a Senior Officer within Experience Durham was given responsibility for 
undertaking the administration of the sports concession process. In comparison to 
previous models Academic Departments have informally reported both improved 
communication and more efficient administration. Music and theatre concessions 
would, if approved, will be given the same level of priority. 

b) This proposal recommends that the sign-off process should begin with Senior Officers 
within Experience Durham having responsibility for scrutinising, supporting or rejecting 
the concession request before it is received by the Academic Department. The policy 
for sporting concessions currently states that the Academic Department shall receive 
the concession request first. However, this alternative approach has been piloted with 
a number of Academic Departments and informal feedback suggests that this has 
been successful with Departments benefitting from the screening process and now 
only receiving concession requests that Experience Durham believe warrant 
consideration.  

c) In addition to committing to maintaining a record of concessions requested and 
granted and inputting this data onto Banner in order for an annual report to be 
provided to Education Committee (via Quality and Standards Sub-Committee), this 
proposal also includes the commitment to monitor the academic progress of all 
students who have been granted a concession. This will take the form of an additional 
annual report to Education Committee (via Quality and Standards Sub-Committee) 
anonymously identifying end of year academic results for all students supported 
through the concession process during a given academic year. If approved, this will 
help to evaluate the impact of music and theatre concessions.  

d) Whilst examples are limited there have been cases across the last academic year 
where Departments have kindly acted in the spirit of wanting to support high 
performing students and have consequently adopted the principles of the sporting 
concession process to accommodate students with music and theatre commitments. 
In such situations there have been no retrospective concerns raised. 

3.3 The proposed procedure for the granting of concessions for students with music and 
theatre commitments is include as Appendix 1. A proposed concession form for music 
and theatre is attached as Appendix 2.  

4. Financial and Resource Implications 

4.1 Financial: There are no financial implications.  

 
4.2 Resource: The introduction of concessions for music and theatre will result in an increased 

administrative burden being placed upon both Academic Departments and Experience 
Durham staff. However the long term introduction of an online system will ultimately address 
many of these concerns. In addition, based on current levels of activity it is predicted that, in 
total, there will be less than 30 applications for a Concession on an annual basis. 

5. Risk and Equality, Environmental and Social Impact Analysis 

5.1 The introduction of concessions for music and theatre will ensure that there is increased 
equality of opportunity to represent the University across sport, music and theatre. 
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5.2 Any risks associated with the introduction of concessions for music and theatre are mitigated 
significantly by the opportunity to review the success, or otherwise, at the end of the 2018/19 
academic year. 

6. Consultation 

6.1 The following consultation process has taken place: 

6.1.1 The detailed responses provided from the Quality and Standards Sub-Committee and 
Faculty Education Committees have been incorporated into this proposal. 

6.1.2 As a consequence of the relationships developed through the sporting concession 
process many Academic Departments have been informally consulted to determine 
where concerns might rest. 

6.1.3 Prominent students across music and theatre have been consulted to determine 
where concession support would be most valuable and what support would most 
likely be requested. 

7. Future Action/Next Steps  N/A 

8. Further Information 

8.1 Available from the author. 
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Appendix 1: Proposed Music & Theatre Concession Policy (Undergraduate & Postgraduate) 
 

1. A Concession request seeks permission to do something which the Regulations, by default, do 
not permit (for example, to seek to change the submission date for a piece of work, or 
rearrange an academic commitment such as a seminar or an examination). 
 

2. Students are expected to manage their own learning, recognising that their degree studies are 
their primary commitment. In the case of music and theatre commitments this means that 
students are expected to meet submission deadlines by submission prior to the deadline as 
necessary and are expected to make good any missed non-compulsory commitments (by use 
of notes from peers, access to DUO etc. but not, by default, by special arrangements with 
academic staff). 

 
3. However, it is recognised that there may be occasions where a student’s non- academic music 

or theatre commitments make it difficult to fulfil their degree studies at the same time as other 
students taking the same module(s). There are two circumstances in which the University will 
consider sympathetically on its merits a request made for a concession to permit the individual 
to continue their music or theatre activity and to satisfy their academic requirements according 
to an agreed alternative academic schedule. 

 
Circumstance A: Where a student, who is in good academic standing, has been invited to 
take part in a major regional, national or international event/production and, given the external 
nature of the event, the dates cannot be changed. 
 
Senior Officers within Experience Durham will be responsible for determining the significance 
of each event. However, it shall be the Academic Department’s decision as to whether the 
concession request is approved or rejected. 
 
Circumstance B: Where a student, who is in good academic standing, is taking a significant 
role in a University production which is endorsed and programmed by the University and, as 
such, is making a short term time commitment that requires sympathetic academic 
consideration.   
 
Concessions will only be considered for students taking significant roles in productions or 
concerts organised by Experience Durham DSOs or relevant Students’ Union Societies. A list 
of which ensembles, companies and chapel choirs this includes shall be circulated to 
Departments on an annual basis. 
 
The term ‘significant role’ may include those students investing substantial time in the direction 
of a production or those fulfilling a major performing role including soloists. Many of the 
students playing these roles are provided with mentoring support through Experience Durham 
and consequently, in addition to any support provided through the concession process, they 
will also be supported to manage their time effectively throughout the academic year. 
 
Senior Officers within Experience Durham will be responsible for determining the overall time 
commitment required for each significant role and determining the extent to which a request 
for a concession is merited. However, it shall be the Academic Department’s decision as to 
whether the concession request is approved or rejected. 

 
4. Students seeking a concession to enable them to successfully meet their music/theatre 

commitments will be responsible for: 
 
i. giving as much notice as is reasonably possible; 
ii. obtaining a concession form from the relevant Department, College or Experience Durham; 
iii. approaching, in the first instance, senior officers within Experience Durham to determine 

whether the concession request will be supported; 
iv. if the request for the concession is supported, consult appropriate departmental staff 

(normally the module tutor(s) and Director of Studies, Undergraduate or Postgraduate) to 
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discuss their request and, if possible, agree a proposal for an alternative schedule for 
meeting any academic commitment that cannot be satisfied at the normal time. This may 
involve the student obtaining signatures from several departments*; 

v. ensuring that a completed concession form, including either the departmental approval of 
their request and proposed alternative arrangements, or the grounds of their objection, is, 
in every case, forwarded to the Director of Experience Durham. Departments are advised 
that the student will have sight of the form including any departmental comments. 

 
*please note that there are circumstances, most notably for examination concessions 
where, upon receipt of the Concession request, Experience Durham will work directly with 
the Academic Department and/or Student Registry to seek to co-ordinate concession 
arrangements. 

 
5. Experience Durham shall be responsible for: 

i. making a final judgement on the significance of each individual request. Senior officers will 

have the authority to turn down a concession request from a student if it is felt that the 

significance of the event/role does not warrant a concession; 

ii. in the case of concession requests that have not been approved by the Academic 

Department, the Director of Experience Durham may choose to liaise directly with the 

Department to seek agreement on fair and reasonable arrangements. The decision of the 

Academic Department will, however, be final; 

iii. keeping a record of concessions requested and granted, and the input of this data onto 

Banner in order for an annual report to be provided to Education Committee (via Quality 

and Standards Sub-Committee); 

iv. monitoring the academic progress of all students who have been granted a concession 

and providing an annual report to Education Committee (via Quality and Standards Sub-

Committee) anonymously identifying end of year academic results for all students 

supported through the concession process during a given academic year. 

 

6. Concession requests are by their nature, varied. The following general guidelines are offered 

but, in all cases, due regard will need to be given to individual circumstances and the merit of 

the case: 

i. requests for concessions would normally be expected to involve either: 

 the re-scheduling of attendance of a formal academic commitment including 

examinations (examinations will not be rescheduled; however, in exceptional 

circumstances students may be able to begin an examination early/late under 

supervision); 

 the re-scheduling of the submission date for summative assessment coursework; 

ii. any concession relating to an examination will need to be submitted by agreed deadlines; 

iii. students will always be required to make good any academic commitment that is missed; 

iv. the alternative arrangements required to make good the academic commitments(s) 

including summative assessments and examinations, should be reasonable for the 

student, the department and other parties involved; 

v. where a concession is granted, no further allowance should be made for absences when 

assessing an individual’s academic performance or degree classification; 

vi. concessions requested for sport, music and theatre are cumulative and must not 

collectively amount to more than ten days per term; 

vii. all such students should be treated in a fair manner and the arrangements proposed for an 

individual student should not place that student at a significant advantage or disadvantage 

compared with their peers. 
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Appendix 2: Proposed Music and Theatre Concession Form 

 

 
CONCESSION FORM IN RESPECT OF MUSIC OR THEATRE COMMITMENTS 

 

PART A:  FOR COMPLETION BY THE STUDENT REQUESTING THE CONCESSION 
Note: 
(a) a Concession request seeks permission to do something which the Regulations, by default, 

disallow (for example, to seek to change the submission date for a piece of work, or rearrange 
an academic commitment such as a seminar or an examination); 

(b) students are expected to manage their own learning, recognising that their studies are their 
primary commitment; in the case of music and theatre commitments this means that students 
are expected to meet submission deadlines by submission prior to the deadline as necessary 
and are expected to make good any missed non-compulsory commitments (by use of notes 
from peers, use of lecture capture, access to DUO etc but not, by default, by special 
arrangements with academic staff); 

(c) it is the student’s responsibility to have exhausted all other avenues of adjustment, and give as 
much notice as is reasonably possible, before submitting a formal concession request; 

(d) it is the student’s responsibility to have this form completed by Experience Durham before 
submitting it to the relevant department(s) in time for the concession to be considered prior to 
the event in question; 

(e) if a concession is granted it will apply ONLY in respect of the academic commitment(s) named 
on the form and NOT to any other deadlines, assignments, assessments or teaching sessions; 

(f) students must complete this form to seek permission to rearrange their academic 
commitments for the purpose of engaging in a music or theatre event.  If a student is not 
granted permission to rearrange their academic commitments there can be no redress against 
failed assignments, Academic Progress Procedure warnings or other actions consequential on 
the absence due to music or theatre events. 

 
Student Name:________________________________      Student ID Banner: ___________________ 
(Surname, initials, title)  Durham e-mail: ______________________ 
College/Society:_______________________________    Faculty: ____________________________ 
Degree Programme Title: __________________________________________________________ 

   Year: __________________________________________________________ 

   Main Department/Course Cluster: __________________________________ 

All other departments in which the student studies (e.g. modules in an another department and 
Joint or Combined Honours students): __________________________________________________ 
 

Academic Year in which the concession is sought: _________________________________________ 

BACKGROUND OF REQUEST 
(a) The academic commitment(s):  
list of commitments affected: 
Description                            Date  
(i)__________________________________________               ______________________________ 

(ii)__________________________________________               ______________________________ 

expand this list as necessary. 

(b) The music/theatre engagement: 
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Name of event (include the name of the University Company, Ensemble or Choir where 

appropriate):_______________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Level (e.g. university, regional, national, international):____________________________________ 

Full details of the event (venue, date, time):______________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

(c) Details of the request (e.g. an alternate time/date for an academic commitment): 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

expand as necessary. 

Signature of Student: ____________________________ Date:_________________________ 

 

PART B:  FOR COMPLETION BY EXPERIENCE DURHAM 
Is the event significant enough to warrant a concession request? YES / NO 

 (If NO, decisions to grant concessions in respect of such events should not be submitted to the 

department(s) and the student concerned informed of this decision).  

Signature of: Director of Experience Durham or:___________________________________________ 

Head of Student Music or;_____________________________________________________________ 

Head of Student Theatre______________________________________________________________ 

Date:______________________ 

 

PART C: FOR COMPLETION BY THE RELEVANT HEAD(s) OF DEPARTMENT(s) 
Department 1 

(a) Department:_________________________________________________________________ 

(b) Head of Department:__________________________________________________________ 

(c) Concession request approved / not approved?______________________________________ 

(d) Proposals to rearrange academic commitments/reason for rejecting concession request* 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Signature:___________________________                       Date:____________________________  
(Head of Department/Nominee) 
Department 2 

                                            
 
*
 Delete as applicable 
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(a) Department:_________________________________________________________________ 

(b) Head of Department:__________________________________________________________ 

(c) Concession request approved / not approved? _____________________________________ 

(d) Proposals to rearrange academic commitments/reason for rejecting concession request* 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Signature: ____________________________________ Date: _______________________________ 

(Head of Department/Nominee) 

expand to more Departments as necessary 

 

 
This form, when completed by the student, should be sent to Experience Durham for completion 

and then, as applicable, it will be returned to the student who will then, if Section B has been 

completed in the affirmative, submit it to the relevant Department(s) for their consideration. 

The Department(s) should come to their decision and the finally completed form should then be 

returned to the Director of Experience Durham who will, in the case of the request having been 

approved, inform: 

 the student; 

 the Head of the student's College; 

 the appropriate Faculty Office(s); 

 the Student Registry. 
 
In the case of the request having been denied, the Director of Experience Durham will inform: 

 the student; 

 the Head of the student's College. 
 
 

 

                                            
 
*
 Delete as applicable 
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Senate 

27 November 2018 

Sponsor: Alan Houston Author: Andy Rennie, Andy Burn 
 

 
Report from Education Committee (24 October 2018) 
 
Proposed Resolution 
Senate is asked to note all items.  
 

Communication 
Status: Paper  
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Confidential 
Restricted/External 

 

Communication 
Status: 
Appendices 
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Confidential 
Restricted/External 

 

Freedom of 
Information 
Exemption  

Paper: N/A 

Appendices: N/A 

 
Previous Consideration by this or other Committee  
Considered by UEC on 6th November 2018. 
 
Further Committee approval required N/A 
 

 
1. Executive Summary 

1.1 This is a report of the meeting of Education Committee held on 24 October. The agenda, 
minutes and open papers for this meeting are available at 
https://www.dur.ac.uk/cla/committees/educationcommittee/. Closed papers can be made 
available by the secretary, as appropriate. 

2. Strategic Context  

2.1 Education Committee supports Senate in maintaining academic quality and standards, in line 
with its Terms of Reference and delegated authority from Senate.  

3. Background and Analysis  

3.1 The following provides a summary of key items considered by Education Committee: 

National Student Survey: Results (Minute 1) 

3.2 Education Committee considered the NSS report from the meeting of Senate on 16 October, 
and discussed the implementation of the resolutions at University, department and individual 
level.  

3.3 The Committee noted that while individual department NSS scores varied – some showed 
improvement, others showed decline – Durham’s composite institutional scores declined 
across the board. While the report quantified likely contributing factors – for example, the 
strike action – these factors did not explain the decline.  The Committee noted that 
departments had been provided with bespoke analyses and recommended areas for 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/cla/committees/educationcommittee/
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prioritisation of enhancement, and that departmental actions would be agreed through the 
Planning Round, in line with practice introduced in 2017.  

3.4 At the institutional level the Committee agreed to form a task and finish group to make 
recommendations on academic advising in light of the paper’s recommendations in this area; 
it agreed that there would be value in exploring and testing other potential causes as a 
mechanism for identifying further institutional-level actions.  

3.5 The Committee recognised that the ambiguous nature of many questions meant that it was 
not always immediately apparent what factors might cause students to express 
dissatisfaction (whether for example, a negative reaction to ‘staff are good at explaining 
things’ might be driven by some or all of teaching styles, subject content, staff not being 
available for clarification upon request, the absence of lecture notes on DUO or other 
factors). The Committee agreed to work collaboratively with the DSU to better understand 
the issues which students considered when responding to specific questions. 

3.6 The Committee also discussed the need to identify best practice examples, both from within 
the University and elsewhere, the importance of the student voice in the University’s 
response, and the expected timelines for any OfS contact regarding NSS outcomes. . 

Graduate Qualities (Minute 2) 

3.7 Education Committee was supportive of a proposal to update the University’s Graduate 
Qualities to align them more closely with the University Strategy, and to simplify and clarify 
the language used, noting that the Qualities should apply to both postgraduate and 
undergraduate students. 

Student Consultation Framework (Minute 4) 

3.8 Education Committee received the Student Consultation Framework, noting that it had now 
been approved by Council, UEC and Senate, and therefore required immediate 
implementation. 

3.9 The Committee acknowledged that a strict application of the framework to things like module 
changes would create workload problems for students and staff alike.  The Committee 
agreed that a solution would be to embed consideration in educational processes. 

3.10 The Committee agreed that the Chair should work directly with the Committee’s student 
members; proposals would be brought back to the Committee for scrutiny, where necessary, 
in due course. 

3.11 In light of the framework, relatively low satisfaction with questions relating to Student Voice in 
NSS2018, and the revisions to the Committee structure approved by Senate for 
implementation in 2018, the Students’ Union requested that further consideration be given to 
student representation on Education Committee’s sub-committees, with a particular 
emphasis on research and postgraduate taught students. It was agreed that proposals would 
be brought to a future meeting of the Committee, for submission to Senate in due course. 

University-wide student surveys (Minute 4) 

3.12 Education Committee considered a report on the University’s participation in institution-wide 
surveys related to Education in 2018/19, which would include the NSS, PTES, PRES (which 
was run on a 2-yearly cycle) and UKES (included after consultation with, and at the request 
of, the Wider Student Experience Committee). It was noted that the International Office and 
the Student Planning Office would also be running the International Student Barometer and 
Global Education Profiler Surveys respectively, at the request of the PVC (Global); however, 
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it had been agreed that NSS Finalists would not be included in the three new surveys, 
thereby avoiding duplicative survey requests during the NSS period. 

3.13 The Committee expressed concern at falling NSS response rates. The correlation between 
NSS response rates and student satisfaction was noted, as was the fact that correlation did 
not necessarily indicate causation. 

3.14 The Committee noted that analysis undertaken for the report suggested that contact from the 
Students’ Union and, in particular, direct reminders from academic staff, had a significant 
positive impact on response rates. The Committee supported changes to the institutional 
approach to publicising the survey, and a review of the way that departments were supported 
in communicating the value of the survey to students, as outlined in the 2018 NSS Report.  
The Committee agreed that the Academic Office should work with the Students’ Union to 
explore what students considered when answering the NSS questions, given the ambiguous 
nature of many of the questions. 

3.15 The Committee also agreed that the PVC (Education), through Education Committee, should 
continue to monitor and approve participation in University-wide student surveys, given the 
continued need to avoid survey fatigue, and in light of increasing requests for participation in 
large-scale internal and external student questionnaires. 

Departmental Quality Reports (Minute 5) 

3.16 Education Committee considered the new format for annual monitoring of taught provision in 
departments. As part of the replacement for self-reflective Annual Review, all departments 
were due to receive an annual summary of key metrics (e.g. DLHE employability data, NSS 
and PTES satisfaction levels, and a summary report on academic standards; with 
benchmarks and sector subject data for context) alongside RAG-rated statements 
highlighting any areas of concern. The revised process adhered to the requirements of the 
RADAA group.  

3.17 Departments had been asked to provide responses to Curriculum Reform and, in light of the 
University’s disappointing performance, to the NSS. While recognising the need to minimise 
the administrative burden placed upon departments, the Committee noted some concerns 
that a further dilution of processes designed to assure and enhance quality and standards 
could lead to further falls in metric performance, a poorer student experience or could impact 
on compliance with the conditions of Office for Students registration. It was agreed that 
immediate work should be done in this area, to seek to identify a light touch mechanism for 
departmental responses to substantive concerns.  

3.18 The Committee also agreed that the process for annual monitoring should be reviewed 
following the publication of new Quality Code guidance, anticipated in November, which 
might necessitate additional action to ensure that University processes met minimum 
thresholds for regulatory compliance. It was reported that some departments were continuing 
with aspects of the previous annual monitoring process, where this was necessary to ensure 
continued compliance with external PSRB requirements. 

Fitness to Study standing group (Minute 6) 

3.19 Education Committee received the FtS standing group’s report and minutes. The Committee 
was asked to consider whether the process for undergraduate student transfer to part-time 
study should be simplified or automated, rather than treated as an exception. While there 
was support for continuing to make part-time study available to students with health-related 
or other issues requiring reasonable adjustment, as the University did not recruit part-time 
students and many programmes did not permit part-time study, the Committee was reluctant 
to standardise part-time study without a careful and complete consideration of academic, 
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financial and collegiate implications in greater detail. The Committee agreed that the 
Academic Registrar should lead further work in this area in the first instance. 

Other business 

3.20 Education Committee: 

3.20.1 Received the Senate-approved Guidelines for Curriculum Reform; 

3.20.2 Noted that the operation of Education Committee and its subcommittees under their 
new Terms of Reference would be reviewed over the course of the first year, and 
recommendations for any changes to the ToRs would be made to Senate if required. 

4. Financial and Resource Implications N/A 

5. Risk, Equality, Environmental, and Social Responsibility Impact Analyses 

5.1 Risk. No formal risk analysis has been undertaken.  

5.2 Equality. No formal analysis has been undertaken. 

5.3 Environmental Sustainability. No formal analysis has been undertaken. 

5.4 Social Responsibility. No formal analysis has been undertaken. 

6. Consultation N/A 

7. Next Steps N/A 

8. Further Information 

8.1 Further information is available from the Curriculum, Learning and Assessment Service 
website: (https://www.dur.ac.uk/cla/committees/overview/educationcommittee/) and from 
Andy Rennie (andrew.rennie@durham.ac.uk) or Andy Burn (andrew.burn@durham.ac.uk).  

https://www.dur.ac.uk/cla/committees/overview/educationcommittee/
mailto:andrew.rennie@durham.ac.uk
mailto:andrew.burn@durham.ac.uk
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Wider Student Experience Committee Report: 25 October 2018 
 
Proposed Resolution 
Senate is asked to: 
1) Note the discussion of items by Wider Student Experience Committee at its meeting on 25 

October 2018;  
2) Consider the proposal to Senate in sections 3.5 and 3.6.  
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Appendices 
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Freedom of 
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Paper: N/A 

Appendices: N/A 

 
Previous Consideration by this or other Committee  UEC 6/11/18 
 
Further Committee approval required N/A 
 
Appendices  N/A 
 

 
1. Executive Summary 

1.1 This is a report of the meeting of Wider Student Experience Committee held on 25 October 
2018. The agenda and papers for this meeting can be made available on request. Web 
hosting of WSEC papers will be arranged in the near future. 

2. Strategic/Policy Context  

2.1 Wider Student Experience Committee supports Senate in maintaining the quality of the wider 
student experience, and does so in line with the Terms of Reference provided by Senate. 
The Committee has responsibility for scrutinising and recommending to Senate (and UEC 
and Council, where appropriate) policy and sub-strategies in support of the Wider Student 
Experience Strategy. 

2.2 The meeting of Wider Student Experience Committee held on 25th October 2018 considered 
the following matters: 

2.2.1 The proposed establishment of a Senate Task and Finish Group to conduct a review 
of the University’s Graduate Qualities. 

2.2.2 A draft Student Pledge. 
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2.2.3 Student emergency contacts. 

2.2.4 The oversight of student surveys. 

2.2.5 An update on progress in developing a new non-academic disciplinary process. 

2.2.6 The experience of students after transferring from the International Study Centre. 

3. Background and Analysis  

3.1 The following provides a summary of the key items considered by Wider Student Experience 
Committee: 

3.2 Graduate Qualities review. The Committee received a paper presenting the case for a 
review of the University’s Graduate Qualities through a Senate Task and Finish Group. The 
Committee supported this approach, recognising the cross-portfolio nature of graduate 
attributes, and made recommendations for refinements to the draft Terms of Reference. 

3.3 Student Pledge. The Committee received a paper proposing a Student Community Pledge 
(the precise title yet to be determined). This would not be a mandatory statement to which 
students were compelled to sign up, but a symbolic statement to which students would be 
exposed in many locations. 

3.4 Student emergency contacts. The Committee received a paper discussing issues around 
the much-publicised policy at Bristol University of allowing students to nominate contacts 
(typically parents) who could be contacted in the event that the University became concerned 
about their wellbeing. It was noted that at Durham it was already standard practice to contact 
next of kin in emergency situations, and that introducing such a policy would involve 
extending the range of situations in which this might take place; furthermore, in many cases 
students gave consent at the time of the issues arising for the University to contact their next 
of kin. The paper described a process of consultation which would be undertaken in the next 
few months, with a report being brought to WSEC. The Committee highlighted significant 
concerns that would arise should such a policy come into force, including the governance of 
contact information, the difficulty of achieving clarity on what situations did and did not 
warrant invoking the policy, the degree of additional demand on staff resource, and the 
possibility that some students might be actively dissuaded from seeking support by the 
prospect that the University might contact their next of kin. It was agreed that any move to 
introduce such a policy should be motivated purely by clear evidence of demand from 
students themselves and confidence that their interests would be served by its introduction. 

3.5 Oversight of student surveys. The Committee discussed the issue of the oversight of 
student surveys and resolved to raise the concern with Senate that there was no formalised 
central management of them. Current guidance in the Learning and Teaching Handbook 
(https://www.dur.ac.uk/learningandteaching.handbook/5/3/2/) was out of date as it referred to 
a Sub-Committee which no longer existed. As with graduate attributes, the Committee 
recognised the cross-portfolio nature of this issue; for the same reason, therefore, Senate is 
asked to consider the possibility of creating a Task and Finish Group to examine this issue 
and propose solutions. 

3.6 Other matters. The Committee received an update on the development of a new non-
academic disciplinary procedure; it also discussed how assurance could be received on the 
experience of students after transferring from the International Study Centre. The Committee 
agreed to suggest that Senate request a report examining both the academic and wider 
experience of such students. 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/learningandteaching.handbook/5/3/2/
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4. Financial and Resource Implications N/A 

5. Risk and Equality, Environmental and Social Impact Analyses 

5.1 No formal analyses have been undertaken. 

6. Consultation N/A 

7. Future Action/next Steps 

7.1 Senate is to receive papers at this meeting on graduate attributes and the Student Pledge, 
with the aim of both projects being complete in time for the 2019/20 academic year. 

7.2 Consultation on student emergency contacts will take place via the Student Support and 
Wellbeing Directorate (with staff) and the Students’ Union (with students) during Michaelmas 
Term. The results will be presented to WSEC and Senate in Epiphany and/or Easter Terms 
2019. 

7.3 Proposals for a new non-academic disciplinary procedure will be presented to WSEC in 
January 2019 and to Senate in May 2019 for introduction in 2019/20. 

8. Further Information 

8.1 Further information is available from Tom Pullman, Divisional Business Manager, Colleges & 
Student Experience Division (thomas.pullman@durham.ac.uk; extn: 44885). 

 
 

mailto:thomas.pullman@durham.ac.uk
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